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TRANSPORT
REPORT

Introduction
We know that public transport plays a key role in
the North East: connecting people to towns and
city centres, education and job opportunities
making the North region an attractive place
both to invest and live in.
The North East England Chamber of Commerce,
working in partnership with Womble Bond
Dickinson and Go North East, has prepared
this report which seeks to examine how public
transport can play a key role in the North East’s
economic recovery from the Covid-19 pandemic.
The pandemic has had a large impact on
the transport sector and public transport in
the region will need to adapt to more flexible
working. We know from ONS data that 28% of
businesses in the North East expect increased
homeworking permanently after the pandemic.
We will need to adapt to changing travel
patterns both for commuting but also for
leisure travel. Ensuring that public transport
is an attractive offer and meets the needs of
customers.
We have also seen digital innovation take place
during the pandemic with more transport
operators offering customers the ability to
review information on how busy services are.
Further improvements to the digital offer will be
essential.

The North East also has the potential to play
a key role in a green recovery. The region is
already a leader in sustainability, with many key
assets around renewable energy and innovation
in green technology. Continued investment
to build on this green infrastructure will be
essential in reaching our net zero targets.
In order to achieve all of this there needs to be
collaboration, between transport operators,
businesses and local and central Government.
Working together there is the potential to use
public transport in the North East as a key driver
of economic growth and of a green recovery.
“As we all grapple with the easing of restrictions
and the return to some form of normality with
flexible office working and increased leisure
travel to our towns and cities, we find ourselves
at a crossroads with the future of public
transport in the region. This report, therefore
focusses on how public transport can play a
key role in helping with the
recovery from the COVID-19
pandemic.”
Kevin Bell
Partner
Womble Bond Dickinson

Economic
recovery
Town and city centres have been facing issues
highlighted in Chamber reports, such as the
rise of online shopping and out of town retail.
The pandemic further exacerbated Covid has
created further challenges for key sectors like
retail and hospitality.
Transport needs to be seen as a vital part of the
region’s plans for town and city centre recovery.
If we want to ensure these places remain a hub
for local people we need to ensure that they are
accessible.
Take, for example, Stockton’s plans for town
centre recovery where they are focussing on
regular events , a new park and the restoration
of the Globe as a cultural venue. Having the
right public
transport links will help to ensure that people
can access these events and green spaces, thus
encouraging people to spend time in local town
centres and help to improve wellbeing.
Accessibility to public transport is especially
important in the North East. In 2018/19 8% of
households in the region had no car or van,
the highest level outside of London. The right
links need to be in place to ensure that people
without a private vehicle can easily travel and
to ensure that a shift towards a green recovery
with less private vehicles in attainable.
In addition to providing good public transport
links, ensuring that there are the right active
travel options in place around towns and cities
can also benefit our spaces. The Government’s
Decarbonisation Plan has set a target that
half of all journeys in towns and cities will be
cycled or walked by 2030, we will need the
infrastructure in the region to support this. An
increase in active travel can have benefits for
the economy, research from Transport North
East has shown that improvements to the

pedestrian environment in towns and cities can
increase retail turnover by 17% as well as having
wider health and environmental benefits.
Public transport also has a key role to play
in attracting visitors to the region. With the
pandemic potentially causing an increase in
domestic tourism, there are key opportunities
for the North East with our range of places
from Hadrian’s Wall, the coast and Durham
Cathedral. We need to have the right transport
links and the ticketing options to make it easy
for people to visit the North East, which will in
turn help to increase visitor spend and support
our economic recovery.
Everyone in our region must be able to
access high quality employment and training
opportunities, regardless of their background
or personal circumstances. This is vital for the
wellbeing of both individuals and our future
economy. Having the transport links in place to
allow people to access these opportunities in
the North East is essential. Education providers,
businesses , charities and transport operators
will need to collaborate to ensure that transport
fits the needs of people in the region.
The Government’s Planning for the Future
Consultation highlights a number of issues
including high quality housing, combating
climate change and supporting the economy.
Housing is key for the North East, as we need
the right housing offer to attract people to live
and work here as well as ensuring that people
in the North East can afford to live in the area.
Transport needs to be seen as a key part of
planning reform. If new housing is built away
from public transport links this encourages car
usage leading to increased congestion.
Housing will be essential to the North East,
both in bringing construction jobs but also
supporting local communities. We need the
planning system to examine existing transport
links and links needed for the future. This will
help to combat climate change ensuring that
housing is linked to more sustainable transport
options as well as helping the economy by
ensuring people are well connected to the rest
of the region.

The Government’s Decarbonisation of Transport
report also highlighted the publication of a Local
Authority Toolkit. This toolkit has the potential
to ensure that transport is seen as a key part of
spatial planning and wider sustainability plans.
Overall, we need to see transport and travel
as a key part of the North East’s economy.
Collaboration and ensuring transport is linked to
our recovery plans for skills, towns and cities and
housing will ensure that our recovery strategies
are more effective.
Collaboration between Government
departments when setting out strategies at a
national level and between the private sector,
transport operators and local Government
regionally will be essential in ensuring our
recovery plans are effective.

Improvements to the
pedestrian environment
in towns and cities can
increase retail turnover
by 17% as well as having
wider health and
environmental benefits.

Digital

Digital innovation is
essential to ensure that
public transport can adapt
to changing customer
need. During the pandemic
we have seen transport
operators sharing more
information with customers
around how busy services
are to help with social
distancing and to increase
public confidence. Further
innovation will be needed
to encourage people to
use public transport as
restrictions are lifted.

decarbonisation of transport
report to work with the
industry to modernise fares
and ticketing to encourage
a shift to rail and greener
transport journeys.

Promoting the current
app offer from transport
operators with options
around mobile tickets, the
ability to check your journey,
and timetable information
will be important especially
with the introduction of
new ticketing options to suit
the increasing number of
people working flexibly. The
promotion of existing apps
like City Mapper or Strava for
active travel are also useful
to highlight the journey
planning tools available.

We also need to see smart
card ticketing operated
across Metro, local bus and
rail journeys within the
North East. This will help
people who travel across
different modes of transport
in the region and will
reduce confusion around
ticketing, giving more
confidence to passengers.
The Government’s Rail
Review has highlighted
more flexible tickets and
more contactless and digital
ticketing. Ensuring that this
links to regional plans for
shorter distance travel will be
essential.

The Government’s “root
and branch” review into rail
has identified the need to
make it clear to customers
the different types of tickets
available including the new
flexible ticketing option.
Having the new Great
British Railway body engage
with customer groups
and businesses as people
adjust to returning to work
and increased travel will be
important in ensuring that
the ticketing offer suits the
needs of customers. We
support the Government’s
aim set out in the

At key travel hubs in the
region there also needs to
be information around bike
racks or the ability to take
bikes onto public transport,
the availability of taxi rank,
car sharing options and
car parks for onward travel
options.

Digital innovation in relation
to on demand transport can
also help to provide links
to more rural areas which
may not have as frequent
public transport links.
Tees Valley have already
implemented the Tees flex
scheme for more rural areas.
Gathering more information
around how these services
can help to connect rural
communities to jobs and
education opportunities is
essential.

The rollout of 5G in the UK also
presents opportunities for public
transport. Trials are being carried
out in the West Midlands looking
at how 5G can help to make public
transport more accessible for
people with visual impairments
by giving people the right
information in real time, using 5G
traffic sensors to manage traffic
and using 5G to deliver a travel
assistant service guiding people
to/from venues and events.
In the North East there are trials
such as the Sunderland smart
city 5G project and the North East
Automotive Alliance working with
partners in the region on a 5G
automated logistics trial. In order
to build on this we need more
trials to take place in the region to
help the test ideas on the how 5G
can benefit public transport and
our towns and cities.
We have seen the idea of digital
twins used in construction.
In transport there are also
opportunities to use data from
our transport network to create
a digital twin which would
then allow operators and local
government to test ideas to
problems within the network.
We have also seen Newcastle
University work to set up the How
Busy is Toon site to share data
publicly around the city centre.
Broadening this to include data
around public transport , traffic
levels and how busy shops are
could be useful in giving people
the confidence to travel into the
city centre and encourage people
to use public transport if traffic
levels are high. Rolling this out to
other areas in the North East could
also be useful for people using
public transport to access the
coast or other popular areas.

In short, there are lots of
opportunities around digital for
public transport, ensuring that
the right information is there
for customers and that that the
funding is in place to ensure that
the North East can take part in
trial projects will help the region to
continue to innovate and help our
economic recovery. We also need
to work to promote the current
ticketing and digital offer in the
North East so that customers are
aware of their options.

Public transport
offer
As well as improving the digital offer there will
also need to be infrastructure investment to
improve the public transport offer for the North
East.
We need to see investment in rail capacity
across the North East to ensure that we have
the space for frequent and reliable local
connections.
At the Chamber we have been campaigning for
investment in the East Coast Main Line to help
create enough space for both local and national
services. We have also supported investment
in the Durham Coast route to help improve
journey times and station redevelopment at
Darlington and Middlesbrough to improve rail
capacity for the Tees Valley area. The reopening
of the Northumberland line will help to create
improved sustainable connections from
Northumberland through to Newcastle. But
further and continued investment is needed.

Before the
pandemic, Metro
carried 36 million
journeys a year with
each one worth £8.50
to the local economy
and our communities.

That is why the publication of the Government’s
integrated rail plan is a key opportunity for
the Government to invest in the North East’s
infrastructure and commit to the levelling up
agenda. Without this much needed investment
our region’s potential will continue to be held
back by out-dated rail infrastructure.
The Government’s own Decarbonisation of
Transport Report highlights capacity on the rail
network as key to supporting a significant shift
from road to rail. Building rail capacity on the
East Coast Main Line needs to be a key part of
the integrated rail plan.
The renewal of the Metro fleet with new trains
set to be in service by 2023 will help to increase
reliability across the network and encourage
increased usage of the service. Before the
pandemic Metro carried 36 million journeys

a year with each one worth £8.50 to the local
economy and our communities. Two thirds
of Metro passengers do not have access to a
car, the service plays a crucial role in ensuring
that people are able to reliably to access
opportunities in the region.
As well as rail capacity, road space allocation
will be important in improving reliability and
capacity for the bus network in the North East.
The Government’s Bus Strategy highlights
measures such as bus lanes in areas where there
are frequent services and congestion along with
traffic signal priority for buses. This will help to
improve reliability and encourage people to use
buses.
However, we also need to be mindful that not
everyone will be able to access public transport
directly from their homes. Ensuring that there
are park and ride schemes in place with enough
parking spaces will help to encourage people to
use public transport. Improving signage could
also help to encourage multi-modal travel with
signage at key train stations about bus, Metro,
taxis and walking/cycling distances.
The recent publication of the Government’s
bus strategy along with the Rail Review present
a key opportunity to improve the UK’s public
transport network. We support the publication
of the plans and the Chamber will continue to
work with operators, Combined Authorities and
Local Transport Authorities and Great British
Railways to ensure that plans align with the
needs of passengers and businesses in the
North East.
We need to have the infrastructure in place to
create reliable links around the North East, this
will give people more confidence in using public
transport.

Public transport has the opportunity to play a key
role in a green recovery in the North East. There
is the potential for the region to lead a green
recovery, helping our economy, improving public
health and benefiting the environment.

Green
recovery

Reducing emissions from transport will be
essential in meeting our net zero targets. Data
from the Government has shown that around
27% of UK greenhouse gas emissions came from
domestic transport in 2019. Emissions can also
have an impact on air quality causing poor health,
the cost of this has been estimated by DEFRA at
an annual national cost of £15bn. It is estimated
that long-term exposure to air pollution in the
UK has an annual effect equivalent to 28,000 to
36,000 deaths.
As well reducing emissions, increased use of
public transport and active travel can have
a positive impact on public health through
increased activity. Data from Transport North
East estimates that people cycling in central
Tyneside prevents 277 serious long term health
problems and saves 9,400 tonnes of greenhouse
gas emissions. Investment in active travel though
cycle lanes can help both to reduce emissions but
also improve public health.
The Government’s Transport Decarbonisation
Plan highlights the delivery of 4,000 new zero
emission buses and a target to remove all
diesel-only trains from the network by 2040. The
North East is in a key position to support this
as we have a strong energy sector and electric
vehicle manufacturing sector in the region. The
North East is a centre for electric batteries and
hydrogen as a source of power.
We welcome the investment outlined in the
Transport Decarbonisation Plan for the hydrogen
transport hub in Tees Valley. It is essential that
the we build on the expertise in the North East
to help drive innovation. Further investment in
hydrogen refuelling stations and trials around
hydrogen as a fuel source and using electric
batteries in longer distance bus routes will be
essential in making Government targets a reality.

There needs to be a plan around the current barriers
for businesses around cost and development space
and how these can be addressed. Ensuring that the
UK Infrastructure Bank is also able to work with local
Government and businesses in the North East to
help support schemes will also be essential.
With additional investment the North East has
the potential to help to lead in innovation around
more sustainable transport which will have positive
environmental, economic and health benefits across
the North East.

27% of UK greenhouse
gas emissions came from
domestic transport in 2019.

Business
asks
Businesses have been facing huge
changes due to the impact of the
pandemic on how and where people
work. There is an opportunity to
encourage more sustainable travel as
businesses look at public transport and
active travel as part of their return-to-work
strategies. Employee benefit schemes,
off peak working hours and the use of
meeting spaces are all areas to consider.
There is a key opportunity here to link
considerations around the future of travel
and the future of work including flexible
working, sustainability and wellbeing
strategies. This can play a key role in
making the region more attractive to live
and work in with improved air quality and
public health and reduced congestion
and emissions.
There will need to be collaboration
between businesses, transport operators
and local Government to ensure that
the transport offer in place adapts
to customer need. The Chamber
will continue to support this to help
businesses and transport operators adapt
to changing working patterns.

Conclusion
Public transport will play a key role in the North
East’s recovery. We want to see the investment to
test innovative ideas in the region and to ensure
that we have the right infrastrucutre in place.
Making sure that our recovery plans for town
and cites, housing, planning reform and skills all
consider the role of transport will be essential in
the North East’s economic recovery.
Adapting to new ways of working, taking
advantage of digital innovation and leading a
green recovery are all key opportunities for the
transport sector. To achieve this collaboration
between the private sector, the transport
operators, local and national government will be
essential. The Chamber will continue to work to
ensure that businesses are engaged in shaping
the public transport network in the North East.
“It is important that we seize the opportunity
to improve our transport offering so as to offer
cleaner, smarter and more equitable solutions
whilst ensuring that future infrastructure
upgrades are delivered and additional transport
funding is readily available to assist with the
North East’s economic recovery.”

Summary
of key
points
•

Transport is key to strategies around town
centres, housing, skills, planning reform and
more. We need to see collaboration both locally
and nationally when setting recovery strategies
so that that the role of transport is understood,
and strategies can be effectively implemented.

•

Promotion of the current ticketing offer in the
North East

•

Public transport needs to take advantage of
opportunities around digital innovation to
ensure customers have access to the right
information. Having the funding to carry out
trials in the North East will help to test new
ideas and encourage innovation.

•

Improving capacity and reliability of public
transport will be essential in encouraging
increased usage. Having the right infrastrucutre
in place in the North East will be essential.

•

Investment to build on the North East’s
strengths around energy and manufacturing
will help the region to lead on reducing
emissions from transport and have wider public
health benefits.

•

Businesses to examine travel as part of their
return to work and sustainability strategies

Kevin Bell, Partner, Womble Bond Dickinson

